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Twist top-down - Remove more roots - Disturb less soil - Expose less weed seeds -
Sever less plant parts, roots and stems with Surgical Precision: That's the magic
of the unique Ergonica Weed Twister.

Seven Magical Methods of Operation for Removing Weeds
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	Soaking the soil or a good rain the day before, especially if soil is compacted, will make your job with the Weed Twister much easier.  At a minimum, soak the soil at least 2 hours before you work it.
	For small seedlings, use the Weed Twister like a precise circle hoe.  Place the coil tips about 2-3 feet ahead of you and pull the coil tips towards you like a canoe paddle or sweep side to side.  Apply pressure with one hand on the "T" handle to penetrate the soil 2-3 inches below the surface.  Because the coils are wound like a corkscrew, you can also hook some slightly larger roots by pointing one of the coil tips and sweeping from right to left under the roots.  This and other types of motions are also described in the Agricultural Applications page on this website.
	Weed Twister vs. Standard Hoe:  The "T" handle gives you more leverage and extra precision and is kinder to your back, hands and arms than using a conventional hoe. The hand on the shaft may do the pulling and pushing while the other hand applies pressure and holds the "T" as a fulcrum for rotating in either direction.  Dual-fulcrum functionality provides more force and control in any direction. No twisting is required when using the tool as a hoe!  The 48-inch INDUSTRIAL WEED TWISTER also gives you the same effective reach as a 60-inch wooden hoe handle because you hold the wooden handle on the side, not on the top, like you do with the Weed Twister "T" handle.  The weight of the 48-inch Weed Twister is less than two pounds, even though it's made of high strength steel, which is much lighter than a hoe with a long wooden handle. Lighter means less work and less strain.  See Rapid Sweep Hoeing Skill Test below. 
	Place the coil at the center of a cluster of grass you wish to remove.  Apply pressure to penetrate the soil and twist in a clockwise motion (like a screw).  If you see the grass cluster start to twist with the tool, continue twisting for two or three more rotations.  If the grass doesn't seem to be twisting with the tool, you need to reposition the tool to find the central cluster of roots.  Lift the tool and unwind the grass roots from the coil before attacking another cluster.  If there's a plug of dirt in the coil, use the tap method described below to release the plug.  Once the plug is released, the remaining grass stems and roots in the coils can be easily unwound and removed.  Often they will simply fall out with gravity or by waving the tool like a wand in a counter-clockwise direction.  See examples on the Bermudagrass page.
	After several large clusters of grass or purslane have been removed, drag the coils like a hoe under the surface of the soil to "fish" for more strands of roots and rhizomes.  This is the easiest way to quickly clear unwanted grasses with roots and lateral stems that grow beneath the soil.  Follow-up cleansing of the same area every 2-3 months will eventually remove the grass entirely in about a year.  Remember to fish with the Weed Twister when cleansing in suspected areas just to be sure no hidden prostrate stems or rhizomes are lurking around as they are prone to do.  The coil design is much more efficient than trying to cleanse with a hoe or other tools. The Turbo Weed Twister even faster!
	Small dandelions and other plants less than a foot above the soil can be attacked from the top.  Position the coil directly above the plant with the main stem in the center.  Push down and twist in a clockwise motion into the soil.  Continue twisting until you see the entire plant twisting with the tool.  Once it starts to do the "twist" dance, continue twisting for two or three more rotations to be sure that the root has been separated from the soil.  Lift the tool and the entire root and plant will be removed.  If there's a plug of dirt in the coil, use the tap method described below to release the plug.  Once the plug is released, the remaining roots and stem will come out with a gentle tug. Placing it over a trash container and tapping the edge of the container will save you an extra step.   Lawn repair for small holes may be attended by applying a small amount of compost, and reseeding, if necessary.
	First, hook the coils at an angle into the base stem of the plant just above the soil.  Then, elevate the angle of the handle to a vertical position and center the plant stem into the coil before pushing and twisting.  The tool should be pointing in the same direction as the stem with the stem in the center to be sure that the root system is attacked.  Continue twisting until you see the entire plant twisting with the tool.  Once it starts to do the "twist" dance, continue twisting for two or three more rotations to be sure that the root has been separated from the soil.  Lift the tool and the entire root and plant will be removed. When lifting deep roots in difficult soil, place the handle next to your chest, straighten up your back, and use your legs to lift the plant. Prying may help, but may also damage the tool if too much lateral pressure is applied. See the example of Tree of Heaven removal and the Deep Root Twisting Test below.
	1.	Pointed Tip Grooving:  Seedlings in narrow crevices
	Point one of the two coil tips into a narrow crevice and scrape in a right-to-left sweeping motion.  Small seedlings that sprout up in sidewalk crevices and hardscape edges can be scraped out if the roots are small and the crevice is about one-half inch wide.  Adjust the angle of attack to optimize the penetration depth. 
	2.	Linear Scraping:  Seedlings and grasses close to landscape objects or in containers
	Seedlings along the edge of landscape barriers, retainer edges or containers can be scraped out by sweeping the tool along the edge of the landscape object or container frame with at least two-inches of soil width along the edge.  The coiled tines work effectively in any lateral direction making the task of following the hardscape edge a simple task regardless of the direction or angle of curves presented.  The circular wire coils also avoid the uncomfortable vibrations and noise resulting from scraping along hard edges with conventional hoe blades.
	3.	Multi-Directional,  Multi-Angular Hoeing - Careful Pattern Hoeing:   Seedlings and grasses in open areas
	Unlike conventional hoes, the Weed Twister coiled tines are effective by sliding in the soil surface in any direction: pulling, pushing, sweeping right, sweeping left and following curves of any shape.  Surgical precision with force and deft control in any direction. You can attack the soil from any direction, any rotational pitch, and with a wide range of handle-to-surface-plane angles.  With careful pattern hoeing, the object is to carve out various patterns in the soil without lifting the tines above the soil.  In practice, this method is used when working with weeds nestled closely between crops, vegetables or favored plants.  See test of careful pattern hoeing skill below.  Conventional hoes are designed for effective use in one direction, or at most two directions, with a very narrow range of angles and pitch for effective use.  The "T" handle allows you to apply pressure efficiently as needed in a manner that is more friendly to the human anatomy than either long or short stick handles with no "T" handle.  Dual-fulcrum functionality is afforded by one hand on the "T" handle and the other hand grasping the shaft at a position comfortable to the user.  Either hand can control the motion, stabilize the angle, and provide pressure,  and both hands will normally share these tasks in a rhythmic fashion. This makes it easy to work in just about any situation or around any obstacles or plants you need to protect.  The coil wire is also less likely to cut or rupture roots and prostrate stems than the blades of conventional hoes.  
	4.	Twisting - Hooking - Fishing:  Ground covers, grasses, vines, prostrate stems and rhizomes
	Grasses, vines and ground covers like crabgrass, purslane and field bindweed can be effectively twisted out of the soil along with most of their roots, prostrate stems and rhizomes by pointing at the center of the plant cluster and hooking the coiled tines into the relatively shallow but widely extended root and stem network.  Other blade-type hoes cannot engage a cluster of ground covers or grasses without cutting stems or severing roots.  The hooking operation requires attention to the position of the coil tip with respect to the expected location of the plant central cluster.  The coiled tines help to probe under plant stems to locate the central root system of each cluster, like "fishing" for unseen objects.  Once a central cluster is "hooked", the removal requires one or two rotations and a relatively effortless lifting motion.
	5.	Power Twisting- Rapid Sweep Hoeing - Jabbing:  Small taproots and grassy clusters in loose soil (Speedy Option)
	The power twisting-jabbing motion is an option for speed in removing small taproots and grassy clusters or vines in loose soil.  The standard, less effortful, method of Pressure Twisting is described below.  Rapid sweep hoeing is defined as a sweeping motion in speeds of up to one-half second per sweep.  If time is critical, as in most agricultural settings and landscaping maintenance or weed abatement, this energetic approach to hoeing and penetrating into the root system of target vegetation can increase productivity of weed removal and thinning by as much as 200-300% in comparison to hand weeding or precise weeding with other hand tools.  Rapid sweep hoeing and jabbing require effort, but are very efficient methods and also less likely to result in the collateral damage of severed roots caused by conventional hoes when forcefully hacking into the soil.  Jabbing-twisting involves careful pointing at the base of the weed while lifting the tool about six inches to one foot above the soil, followed by a quick jab and twist into the soil with a forceful effort.   Because of the "T" handle, the jabbing motion is more precise (protecting your plants and crops) than hacking with hoes and also more ergonomically friendly to your muscles and bones.  The corkscrew coil design makes soil penetration to several inches fairly easy depending on the soil condition.  With a little experience, you will find that the coils automatically twist on their own when jabbed into the soil and the roots of small plants are immediately grasped by the coil. See test of rapid sweep hoeing skill below.   
	6.	Pressure Twisting - Top Down:  Small taproots in loose or compact soil (Standard Option)
	Dandelions in lawns or flowerbeds are the bread-and-butter of this tool and require a relatively simple approach from the top of the plant and twisting into the roots with a minimum effort depending on the condition of the soil and size of the plant.  Keep on twisting until you see the plant begin to rotate with the tool and continue for two more complete rotations to make sure that the roots have disengaged from the soil.  Pressure can be applied from the "T" handle to whatever extent is needed without jabbing or hacking.  The option of Power Twisting for increased productivity is described above and is more effective with smaller plants.  The difference between jabbing and gently applying pressure is actually a graduated difference and can be moderated to suit the job at hand and the user's preference or physical capabilities.  Some people may wish to use power weed twisting as another way of exercising to keep fit.   It's best to attack weeds before they go to seed or flower.  Top-down twisting is more precise and disturbs less soil than the lateral or angular scraping of hoes.  This reduces the likelihood of unearthing more weed seeds hidden in the soil that will probably germinate in the near future.  Twist top-down - Remove more roots - Disturb less soil - Expose less weed seeds - Sever less plant parts, roots and stems:  That's the magic of the unique Ergonica Weed Twister.   See test of top down deep hole twisting skill below.
	7.	Angular Twisting - Torpedo:  Deep rooted plants, tubers and saplings     
	Larger plants may require the angular torpedo approach from the side.  The roots of plants such as Tree of Heaven can be engaged into the coils by wrapping the coils around the base stem just above the ground.  You can also fish for deep, unseen roots and tubers by either the multi-directional hoeing method described above or by twisting into suspect soil from any angle.  The unique coiled tines of this tool allow you to efficiently dig deeply into the soil to hook and grasp any root, stem or fiber in its path.  Although the coils will be less likely to sever such roots or fibers as would the blade of a hoe, caution should be taken to avoid areas where electrical wires, pipes, or favored cultivar roots may exist.  The design of the coils limits the diameter of the root or fiber that can be hooked into the coil to about one inch.  However, keep in mind that the Weed Twister can dig as deeply into the soil as the full length of the handle, currently up to 48 inches.  This depth of penetration exceeds that of any other tool in its class.
	Weed Height:  the height of a weed is not an issue with the Weed Twister.  If you can center the base stem of the weed into the coil as described at the beginning of the Taller Plants advice, the Weed Twister can do the job!  In some cases, the roots may bend in directions that vary from the stem.  In this case, you may need to change the angle of attack to find the correct root direction.  In difficult cases, use the tool to probe the roots and locate root extensions.  The maximum diameter of a root that can be effectively removed by the Weed Twister is about 1.5 inches.  There is no limit to the length of the root for effective removal by this tool.   Some of the Tree of Heaven roots as shown on the Weed Twister vs. Tree of Heaven page, for example, have roots nearly two feet in length.  This is a unique feature of the Ergonica Weed Twister.
	Tap Object:  When working in moist soil, often a plug of dirt will accompany the roots in the coil after lifting from the soil.  A quick tap against a hard object will drop the plug of dirt, leaving the roots and stems loosely engaged in the coil.  The tapping object can be a nearby tree, rock, wagon, landscaping surfaces, or the wooden handle of a large hoe, broom or shovel.   If no hard object is available, you can also bounce the coils on the soil or lawn surface with the same effect, but perhaps requiring a little more effort.  If a trash container or wagon is nearby, you can tap the coils over the container or wagon opening and the entire contents will drop right in.  Quick and easy!  Since the entire tool weighs a little over one pound, it takes very little effort to raise the tool tip to the top of the container and tap in the debris.  If the plug of dirt has already been released, you can often use a "wanding" (circular waving) motion in a counter-clockwise direction and the debris will fall out by gravity into the container.  That's why we call this the Magic Wand of Weeding!  Only when a lengthy strand of roots and stems has been wound tightly into the coils is it necessary to gently tug at the debris for the final release. 
	Agricultural Applications:  Where every second costs money, a farmer or organic grower may also consider using a push broom head for both tapping on the wood and brushing against the coils.  Another option is to remove the handle of the push broom and tie a strand of rope through the holes on the head previously used for the handle.  This way you can carry the broom head by the rope and drag it around by the Weed Twister coils when moving from one work area to another.  A simple 1-foot length of a 2 by 4 board will also work quite well, if nothing else is handy.  If you wish, you can attach a small loop of rope on the 2 by 4 to carry it or drag it around with the coil of the Weed Twister.  In situations where larger weeds are being removed, dragging a wagon behind the worker may also be an efficient alternative to tap and collect the weeds. 
	Smaller Weeds and Seedlings that are hoed or scooped up by the Weed Twister require no lifting, tapping or collecting and can be harmlessly allowed to dry and die on the surface of the soil. 
	Note: Some other tools have mechanisms to remove plant debris from the device, but these tools are usually much heavier than the Weed Twister, and do not work with as many different types and sizes of weeds as does the Ergonica Weed Twister.  Once you start to work with the Weed Twister, in a very short time you will learn how to use it efficiently and gracefully.
	You can stand the Weed Twister near your work area by twisting the coils one-turn into the soil.  This is a convenient way of resting the Weed Twister while you reach for another tool or simply take a break.  You can also hang your gloves or other small objects on the "T" handle when not in use.  The "T" handle also securely holds itself on a fence, peg or ledge when you want to put it away.
	Lean on your Weed Twister to help you in your yard work as described above and also to support your upper torso when stooping down.  Lean on your Weed Twister as a walking stick around your garden.  Lean on your Weed Twister to clear your path and also as a potential defense weapon when you hike the trails in remote areas or venture into new paths. 
	Your Weed Twister will help you learn more about weeds, plant roots, soil conditions and how to become independent from harmful herbicides.  By using this tool, you will soon become an expert on the shape and strength of whatever plants you probe in the Fourth Dimension, the space we usually take for granted: underground.  In a way, you will be able to sense and see the shapes of plant fibers in the soil.  You will also learn a little about the dynamic interaction of different shapes of tools against the shapes and fibers of plant roots and underground stems.  Although your Weed Twister has an intelligent (but simple) design, to use it intelligently requires a learning process for every person.  This learning occurs not only in your brain, but in your fingers, hands, arms and total being, as well.  This learning, by the way, never ends.
	See the Agriculture page for more information on using the Industrial Weed Twister for agricultural applications.
	See the Advanced Tips page for several other Weed Twister applications and techniques.  See Turbo Weed Twister tips and special features.

